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Abstract: Routing in Ad-hoc mobile network can be typical process because it is a dynamic environment. Nodes can join and leave a
cluster dynamically. Traditional routing algorithm cannot be successful due to various reasons. A new “lock and forward hierarchical
routing algorithm in MANET” is proposed in this paper in which so many unit clusters come together and form a logical tree structure
for forwarding messages among them and also to nearby fixed cell structures. A route discovery process is initiated by a node which
wants to send such message to destination. This can be done through multicast or broadcast. If finally by either method a message finds
its final destination node, then it starts backward on the same path to source. This message also does a reverse tracing because it follows
the same path back and locks each node in its path on its way back. Locking period is 4 times of the total traversal period from source to
destination. Then finally message is routed on this locked path. Because we lock all the nodes on the way so we call it lock and forward
hierarchical routing. It is hierarchical because all the cluster head make a logical tree structure in their’s buffer by storing some details
in routing table. This locked path can be dissolved if a node thinks that this is very much necessary for him to move to a new location.
There can also be unguarnteed routing without locking the nodes on its path. This is similar to UDP protocol in TCP/IP environment
and can be done by multicast or broadcast. Security enhancements can be done through Authentication and identity check of a node.
Each node will provide its MAC address / IP address, digital signature and CH certificate for identification and authentication.
Keywords: MANET

1. Introduction and Literature Review
There are three basic routing algorithms. Dijkstra’s
Algorithm2 is shortest path finding algorithm. It maintains
two sets of vertex i.e. unvisited and visited nodes and find
shortest path by recursively adding and comparing the
shortest path. Prims’ Algorithm3 works on finding the
minimum spanning tree by traversing nearby nodes. It forms
a minimum spanning tree by adding nodes of minimum
weight to spanning tree which does not form cycle.
Kruskal’s Algorithm4 also finds the shortest path by
forming minimum spanning tree. It first sorts all the edges of
graph according to its weight and than chooses directly the
minimum weight edges and thus forms a minimum spanning
tree.
Traditional routing algorithms are based on basic
algorithms. In Distance Vector (DV)5 each node maintains
a table giving the distance from itself to all possible
destinations. Periodically every node broadcasts update
packets to each of the neighbors. Bellman-Ford algorithm is
used for finding the shortest path to determine the correct
next hop of its neighbors. When presented a packet for
forwarding to some destination, each router simply forwards
the packet to the correct next hop router. The main problem
of Distance Vector routing is route looping and count to
infinity. In Link State (LS) Algorithm5 each node
maintains a view of the network topology with a cost for
each link. Each node periodically broadcasts the cost of its
outing links to all other neighboring nodes. It uses shortestpath algorithm to choose its next hop for each destination.
For Example Bellman-Ford algorithm6 works on finding
the shortest path with the correct next hop of its neighbors.
When presented a packet for forwarding to some destination,
each router simply forwards the packet to the correct next
hop router. There are few problems of Bellman-Ford
Algorithm i.e. route looping and count to infinity. Dijkstra‟s
Algorithm can then be used for the shortest path.
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If we use traditional routing algorithms for MANET we get
few problems associated with them which are worth
mentioning here. One of these problems is Dynamism of
the topology, frequent changes of connections, connection
quality and number of participants may be the reason for
sudden change in topology. Another problem may be
limited performance of mobile systems. The periodic
updates of routing tables need energy without contributing to
the transmission of user data. Sleep modes are quite difficult
to realize. The Limited bandwidth of the system is reduced
even more due to the exchange of routing information.
Connection in wireless network may not be symmetric hence
forming an Asymmetric connection.
Current Routing Protocols in Ad hoc Networks can be
classified into two major categories i.e. Table Driven and
Source Initiated on demand. Table-driven are proactive.
These continuously evaluate the routes attempt to maintain
consistent, up-to-date routing information. Source-Initiated
On-Demand Routing Protocol can be called reactive
protocols. These create routes only when it is desired by the
source node. There may be a problem of longer delays.
Sometimes a route may not be ready for use immediately
when data packets come for routing.
In Table-Driven Routing Protocols, DestinationSequenced Distance-Vector Routing (DSDV)7 protocol is
a proactive table driven algorithm based on Bellman-Ford
routing. In proactive protocols, all nodes learn the network
topology before a forward request comes. In DSDV protocol
each node maintains routing information for all known
destinations. The routing information is updated
periodically. Each node maintains a table, which contains
information for all available destinations, the next node to
reach the destination, number of hops to reach the
destination and sequence number. The nodes periodically
send this table to all neighbors to maintain the topology,
which adds to the network overhead. Each entry in the
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routing table is marked with a sequence number assigned by
the destination node.

path setup is important concept and we can adopt it for our
new protocol.

In Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP)8 there is a quite
complicated table structure. Each node maintains four
different tables as in many other table-driven protocols only
two tables are needed. These four tables are: 1) distance
table, 2) routing table, 3) link cost table and 4) message
retransmission list (MRL) table. In WRP nodes exchange
routing-table update messages only from a node to its
neighbors. An update message contains such components as
an update list. An update list entry specifies a destination, a
distance to the destination and a predecessor to the
destination. This all complex re-computation forms
overhead on processors.

In Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)12 Each host maintains
a route cache which contains all routes it has learnt. In
source routing routes are denoted with complete information
(each hop is registered). There are two major parts of source
routing i.e. route discovery and route maintenance. When a
host has a packet to send, it first consults its route cache. If
there is an unexpired route, then it will use it otherwise, a
route discovery will be performed. In route discovery there
is a “route record” field in the packet. The source node will
add its address to the record. On receipt of the packet, a host
will add its address to the “route record” and rebroadcast the
packet. Route record is one of the best concepts for route
discovery and can be adopted for new protocol.

Temporally ordered routing algorithm (TORA)9 is a
highly adaptive, efficient and scalable distributed routing
algorithm based on the concept of link reversal. TORA is
proposed for highly dynamic mobile, multi-hop wireless
networks. It is a source-initiated on-demand routing protocol.
It has a unique feature of maintaining multiple routes to the
destination so that topological changes do not require any
reaction at all. The protocol reacts only when all routes to the
destination are lost. In the event of network partitions the
protocol is able to detect the partition and erase all invalid
routes. The protocol has three basic functions i.e. Route
Creation, Route Maintenance Route Erasure. All the features
used in this protocol are best for Ad-hoc environments and
can be adapted.
Associativity-Based routing (ABR)10 this protocol does not
attempt to consistently maintain routing information in every
node. In an ad-hoc mobile network where mobile hosts
(MHs) are acting as routers and where routes are made
inconsistent by MHs‟ movement, we employ an
Associativity-based routing scheme where a route is selected
based on nodes having Associativity states that imply
periods of stability. The association property also allows the
integration of ad-hoc routing into a BS-oriented Wireless
LAN (WLAN) environment, providing the fault tolerance in
times of base stations (BSs) failures. The protocol is free
from loops, deadlock and packet duplicates and has scalable
memory requirements. Simulation results obtained reveal
that shorter and better routes can be discovered during route
re-constructions. All the characteristics of this protocol are
adaptive and well suited. Associativity-based routing is main
feature and can be adopted.
Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV)11
is improved over DSDV algorithm (minimize the number of
required broadcast by creating routes on a demand basis. It
maintains a complete list of routes as in the DSDV
algorithm. Nodes (not on a selected path) don‟t maintain
routing information or participate in routing table exchanges.
Instead of source routing, AODV relies on dynamically
establishing route table entries at intermediate node. AODV
use the concept of destination sequence number from
DSDV. AODV only supports the use of symmetric links.
AODV perform path discovery procedure using
RREQ/RREP query cycles. It uses reverse Path setup and
Forward path setup for route discovery. Reverse and forward
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2. Proposed Work and Mechanism
After cluster formations through Analyzing Secure
Clustering & Maintenance (SCM) Algorithm in Mobile
Ad-Hoc Network (MANET)1 there are three kinds of
mobile stations available in an established cluster i.e. cluster
members (CM), cluster heads (CH) and cluster gateways
(CG). Here we are forming a unit cluster for simplicity as
each member is available at one hop distance from cluster
head (CH). In the same fashion in nearby environment there
will be more clusters. If we consider a full cluster including
its all three kinds of mobile stations as a single entity and
hide its internal working for abstraction. In this fashion
routing becomes an easy process in MANET environment.

After cluster formation each CH will initiate discovery
process for routing purpose. While forming the cluster it
already had made a list of its members and their roles.
Cluster gateways will be working as routing agents to other
and nearby clusters.
As soon as a gateway comes in contact to any nearby cluster,
it exchanges the table of its members with it. It can only be
done through mutual agreement. If two clusters are nearby in
their location then it becomes possible to exchange data
between them.
These nearby clusters which act as unit clusters than start
forming a tree structure with the address of all the cluster
heads and address of their members. The tables and the
information about environment are mutually exchanged.
These exchanges are performed once initially and later on at
every update or change in the routing environment.
Routing in MANET can be classified as below.
1.
Within a one hop cluster:
2.
outside one hop cluster to nearby clusters
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Within a one hop cluster:
After formation of unit cluster by SCM Algorithm1 the
Cluster Head (CH) is having a table of its all the members.
Each member is accessible either through Cluster Head (CH)
or directly if they are at accessible distance. If a member is
accessible directly then there is no point of putting extra
burden of routing on CH. That means there may be three
kinds of routing within a cluster. First one through Cluster
Head (CH) if not directly accessible, second one direct
routing without intervention of CH (only inform to CH) and
third one is alternatively CH uses its half of the capability
for routing purpose, but if it crosses its limits than CH can
choose a member to probably more capable one (Ist in the
list of claimers for CH) to assist him in routing. This
member will be working on behalf of CH and will be called
as Co-CH of cluster.
A node calculates a nearby node by its radio range (RF).
When a node sense a powerful signal in its radio range and
also find this node in its own cluster than it declares this as
directly accessible and mark through CH entry in table as
False or „0‟. After this whenever a node has to access this
particular node it will send data directly to this node and in
turn also send a message to Cluster Head (CH). A receiving
node also sends acknowledgement to sending node as well
as inform CH. What would CH do with this information?
CH will store this information in his table for keeping abrupt
the further routing information.
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Outside one hop cluster to nearby clusters: when it is
required to transfer the data to the nearby clusters. First there
has to be a search process for the destination node. For the
search process first the destination is searched within the
cluster and for that a source node need to search its table.
Source node can also judge from table itself that the
destination is accessible directly or through CH. If
destination node is not available inside cluster than sender
node will ask the CH node for the information of nearby
clusters. CH and Gateways will maintain tables of
neighboring clusters.

If number of clusters is present in the nearby environment
then their gateways will start exchanging information
regarding proximity of other clusters nearby. They shall
form a logical tree structure by storing information in their
catch. Information might be stored logically in a table as
structure below. Main information required to store may be
its MAC address, its original IP address and IP address
allotted to it by the Cluster Head (CH) and the address of
gateway through which these are connected.
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By forming the above table in memory a cluster
environment will start forming the logical tree structure as
below.

If there are so many clusters in the nearby environment then
network of cluster heads (CHs) will form a logical tree at
multiple levels, hence routing would become easier and
straight forward.

Route Discovery process: If one mobile station in MANET
wants to send a message to some destination. It must either
have an unexpired route to destination. If it is so than it will
simply forward the message through this route or if it does
not have a route than route discovery process has to begin.
For the route discovery process there can be multicast or
broadcast methods. If a cluster member wants to send a
message than it has to inform its own CH for route
discovery. Once again if it has the route already than there is
no need of discovering it otherwise CH will start discovery
process on its behalf. In another case if CH itself wants to
send a message to a destination and it does not have the
route, it would start the same process of route discovery in
the same way.

For the route discovery first of all CH will send a discovery
packet to it‟s all the gateways. It is guaranteed that gateways
would not have the routes because status of update
information of CH and gateways will always be the same. In
turn gateways will forward this message to gateways of
nearby clusters. These gateways would inform to their CH
for the same and if they have destination than the process
will terminate here only. But if they do not have destination
than each gateway will forward this message to CH and CH
will inform to other gateways to forward it further, so that
the message propagates quickly globally and will be
terminated if destination is found.
Each such discovery packet will have a unique number with
day/time stamp put into it while originating. By this stamp
duplicate packets can be recognized.
If a particular gateway / CH see a duplicate discovery packet
it will just drop it. This will eliminate problem of duplicate
and delayed packets. Multiple routes also are eliminated due
to multicast packet will find the shortest path automatically.
A discovery packet which is coming from longer route and
reaching late at a particular destination will be just dropped
because it will be a duplicate packet.
In the global discovery process existing mobile cell structure
can also be used if it is available nearby to some cluster.
This will be called as an amphibian environment because
cluster and cell of mobile phone are working together. There
has to be a maximum limit of hops also for a discovery
packet. Otherwise it will roam endlessly in the network and
may create problem of count to infinity. Such a limit may be
between 100 and 1000 according to assumptions that how
far this destination might be available.
Every cluster member whichever falls in its path will suffix
its address into the packet‟s „Record path‟ field and also
copy path form packet to its table in buffer of present node.
This way the network will also update itself while
discovering a destination.

Format of path recording table at each node may be as below

If a discovery packet reaches to its destination after
multicasting than destination will send it back in the form of
ACK (acknowledgement) by the same path. It will follow
the same path back to its origin and again the same process
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of affixing address by each gateway/CH/member will be
followed. In this way two way paths to and fro will be
confirmed.
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While coming back ACK will initiate the process of locking
up the path and block every intermediate node for its
activities. Due to this locking only, we are calling our
protocol as lock and forward routing protocol. Locking
period will be four times than the total span of traversal time
of discovery packet one way, which was calculated while
discovery packet was in forward motion.
Traverse time= destination time- start time
Locking period = traverse time x 4

The reason to keep locking period 4 times is that because
one unit time will be utilized by ACK to go back to source,
in this period only he will keep locking all the nodes for
further transmission then it will take 01 unit time to send the

If a route reversal packet (ACK) doesn‟t come back than it is
understood that destination is unreachable. After a maximum
waiting time source may start it again the discovery process

If a mobile lies in a path which is not expired yet and then if
this node wants to move from its location or a full cluster
which is part of path wants to move to some other location
has to initiate a route dissolution message, because it has to
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actual message to flow in locked environment, one unit time
for acknowledgement, finally one unit time will be
considered for delays in processing and other overheads.
Locking of a path is required while some dynamism exist in
the MANET. Benefit is that routing will become assured up
to some extent. After locking also if it is possible for a node
to hold its activities during locking period than it would hold
otherwise if it wants to move for some unavoidable reasons,
it should than send message to the source station about
dissolving the lock, and than it is free to move. In this way
restrictions on a node during locking period for its other
activities can be removed.
After locking the path immediately the message is routed to
its destination. This packet will have its predefined path
stamped in its signature, and it has to follow the same path
and has to reach the destination within locking period. If the
locking period expires than the same process has to start
again. Confirmation of the process will be given by
acknowledgement.

or wait in between for some random period of time. The job
may be dropped for some time if five such failures occur
continuously.

inform source and destination both. It has to send message to
both the direction until it is source or destination itself. By
seeing this message each node will mark this route as
dissolved and delete this route after some time.
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When a node wants to dissolve the path, it may use the
following format for the route dissolution.

Another type of routing can be non-guaranteed routing. If
data is less important than unguarnteed routing can be used
such as UDP. There can be only four fields, source address,
destination address, checksum and data as a variable length
field.

This type of routing can be done by multicast or broadcast.
This is the same process which we have used for discovery

Authentication check while routing is most important for
security reasons. To check weather a node is authentic or not
a node should have something to prove its identity. It will
provide following things while routing to other clusters. Its
physical address (MAC Address), Its logical address in
cluster (IP Address), Its digital signature, Its CH address
(logical numbering ) and A certificate issued by its CH with
all those information it will form as unique node and
authentic one.
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of path. Source node will initiate its message in all the
directions and further the CH and Gateways will multicast /
broadcast it on the multiple paths by sending its copies on
the paths originating from them. It would send the message
in opposite direction of receiving it. It means that they will
not send message to the direction from where it has received
it. There is a slight difference between multicast and
broadcast. If a copy of message is send to only few selected
nodes than it is called multicast and if the message is
forwarded to all the connected and near by nodes than it is
called broadcast. One method out of these two can be chosen
as per situation. In this process at least a message will reach
to its destination and then this whole process will stop. Its
format is having max hop field. This field will be
decremented on every hop and at last it will be destroyed
when it will hit zero. Another way of stopping it is if
destination finds a duplicate message than it will also be
destroyed immediately. There would not be any locking of
nodes before sending message and also there would not be
any acknowledgement in the process hence important data
can not be routed through this protocol.

Each node getting a message from one direction will
forward this into opposite direction of getting and will never
forward message into same direction from where it is getting
the message. A node getting a same message again will
destroy it and do not forward it. This will abstain to form the
count to infinity problem and a packet will not form a cycle.
To stop a message to roam endlessly there has to be a max
hop counter built in its architecture, so that after max hops it
will be destroyed. Before sending it has to be initialized at a
particular counter i.e. may be 10,100 or 1000 etc or in
between some other value. It has to be decided by the max
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size of the network. While routing this counter will be
decremented at every hop until it hits zero. When it hits zero
it will be destroyed.
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